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After a few years of wear and tear, and climate changes the part to begins to break down
structurally. Heat is one of the main factors of automotive issues. As you may notice,
automotive problems seem to be more common in the summer months or in warmer climates.
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electrical in your car stops working, the first thing you should check for is a blown fuse.
Determine from the chart and, or the diagram on the fuse box lid, which fuse or fuses control
that component. Check those fuses first, but check all the fuses before deciding that a blown
fuse is not the cause. Replacing a fuse with one that has a higher rating greatly increases the
chances of damaging the electrical system. If you do not have a replacement fuse with the
proper rating for the circuit, install one with a lower rating. The interior fuse boxes are located
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I had
a similar situation as a review below, so don't mind me for re-using some of the words The guy
at auto zone gave me a reverse post battery, I hooked it up to my car and it burnt my main fuse.
The car went completely dead. It took me a couple hours of research on Honda Forums and
Amazon to figure out what was wrong with my car and what exact part I needed to fix it. I look
up the product on Amazon, ordered it and got it the next day. I changed the fuse and my car
started right up. This product work!! Thank You! Note to the wise: Basically if you change your
battery, make sure the polarities match up and don't just think that because you are dropping in
"the same" battery that it'll match. If you really wanted to be smart, you also would have used a
memory saving device before swapping out the battery, so the car radio settings are saved and
your driving habits including engine parameters. Sometimes when swapping out an old for a
new battery, the new battery would think its in a "new" car when in reality its in an older car.
Hope that helps. Images in this review. My wife actually connected the jumper cables backwards
and it shocked the whole engine. But I found this fuse to be burnt so I decided to search for it
and found it on amazing amazon. Well well well Car started up right away! Might just get another
one to have it. Original part. I accidentally crossed wires jump starting a accord. Car had no
power at all with a new battery. Replaced this main fuse, and I was all set. I thought the old fuse
looked fine. I was wrong. Do yourself a favor and replace it like I did, saved me a tow truck, and
some headaches. I attached a photo of the OLD, blown fuse to this review for you to see what to
look for. Works and fit as expected. Installed a battery with reversed polarity still not sure how
the battery polarity reversed but Recommend having needle nose pliers, tweezers, possibly a
magnetic screwdriver not sure if they are just copper plate or not to remove the 2 screws
holding it down to the terminals. I was able to pop mine without the screws flying to the void of
lost parts but I don't recommend it. Additionally, be careful of the 2 side clips holding this in
place as well redundant redundancy anyone? This fuse was a perfect fit I needed to replace the
one that burned from crossing the battery terminal wires on my 06 Civic coupe. It's great to
have a new fuse but keep in mind that this same exact fuse can also be found on Accord's and
CR-V's. So they can definitely be bought cheaper used from a scrap yard. I made the mistake of
reversing the poles on my battery terminal in the dark, which blew my main fuse. I went by Auto
Zone and Advanced Auto. Neither of them carried this part, so just ordered it on Amazon.
Seemed to be a genuine OEM Honda fuse. It was easy to replace and did the try of getting my
electrical system working again. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Not a lot to say about this really. It fits. It
works. I was happy to wait an extra few days for this to arrive rather than take my car to the
nearest Honda garage. Report abuse. RAC callout guy soldered the original fuse to keep the car
running until we could get a replacement. This replacement is perfect, and very easy to install. If
your car is "dead" and only brake lights, horn and hazards are working. This little fella is likely
the culprit. Usually gets blown if you hook up jumper cables incorrectly. El fusible esta es el
original y nuevo. Yo lo instale en una CRV Report a
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